
Welcome



A great saying goes  “Real education fetches you more than a job. It 

teaches you to live. It cannot be measured in any tangible way” It is an 

enduring tradition to take time to pause, turn around and look at the 

fruitful year gone by, while setting various milestones and then 

synergizing ourselves to move ahead to face the challenges in the 

coming year, with a positive attitude. 



Respected Chairman, Sri DK Shivakumar, Vice Chair person Ms Aisshwarya DKS, 

teachers, parents and my dear students. It’s a great pleasure to present the Annual 

Report  for the academic year 2021-2022.

Our ventures in this direction is summarised in this report as we celebrate 17 

glorious years in Appollo.



“A teacher cannot be replaced by anyone even the best of best devices and 

technology.” 

In this academic session, the school as primarily been working in an online mode in 

accordance with the Government Regulations. All classes and students were in touch 

with their class teachers and subject teachers through Google Meet, Google forms, 

Video Presentation, You Tube videos and many virtual modes. Efforts were being 

made to ensure that all students actively participated in the online mode and ensure 

that maximum learning outcomes. 

Teachers conducted their online classes with attractive and informative power point 

presentations, online activities and even conducted the periodic tests and 

examination through the online (hybrid) medium.



“True leaders don’t create followers, they create leaders.” Investiture ceremony 

was conducted on 25th August. Witnessed by the parents, students and teachers 

through livestream.



Leadership and learning begins here….

Oath taking ceremony – Upholding the vision and mission of Appollo.



Virtual Assembly Programs

Assembly is really interesting

With all those talents showcasing

There is lot of acting

Which is eye catching

Lots of numbers

Hard to remember

With lots of information

Urge to achieve passion 

Acting and singing together

Makes none bother

It’s so good, so nice

Feels like floating in cold ice.



Throwback memories



Independence Day was celebrated on 15th August. Students of all the classes presented 

various programs which infused sense of patriotism. 



Onam celebration It was held on 19th August 2021, Little Appollites blissfully 

participated by showcasing their presentation of Virtual Floral Carpet 

competitively.

Avani Umesh Naidu Balagopal TD Hrithvik C Roshni M Mathivanan



Teachers Day Celebration It was celebrated on 5th of September. It was truly a 

spectacular day where the teachers were honoured and respected for their untiring 

guidance and support in moudling/ shaping the tiny buds into beautiful flowers.



Ganesha Chaturti It was celebrated on 9th September, students enjoyed by making 

little Ganesh out of play material and learnt stories about it. Mask making Activity 

made it even more pleasant and enjoyable.

Ridhi S Aarushi M Adhvik AJ 



Hindi Diwas was virtually celebrated on 14th September. On this occasion various 

activities were organized by the students to commemorates the event when Hindi 

was adopted as one of the official languages of India.  

Introduced “Hindi Ratna Award” by Ms. Madhu Gupta to acknowledge and recognize 

the talented students. 



Kannada Rajotsava was celebrated throughout the month of  November to celebrate 

the vibrancy of the state of Karnataka. Students presented various colourful programs 

(dance, singing, acting and fancy dress), which depicted the rich and varied heritage 

of the state. 

Dhaval GAditya SJanya Shree R Dhriti UTrishaan S Ganamur



Diwali Fun filled activities were conducted in the month of November - creating a 

greeting card to their grandparents, even enjoyed making the colourful Flower 

Pots and Diyas made of glass bangles.

KA Vihaan Jalakkam Vihaan Krishna Akshara CS



Mathematics Virtual Exhibition - encouraged the young learners 

to become a mathematicians.



Children unknowingly teach everyone three things:

➢ to always be happy

➢ to be inquisitive

➢ to fight tirelessly for something

This indomitable spirit of children is celebrated every year on November 14th as 

Children’s Day to commemorate the birthday of our ‘Chacha’, Jawaharlal Nehru.



Vaccine drive 

Appollo was eager to join the drive to secure the 

campuses and prepare for physical classes in due 

course.



Learn while you play

Nurture in nature



Swachhta Pakhwada

As part of the campaign for Swachhta Pakhwada, various activities were conducted 

in Appollo from 01st to 15th September 2021 to create awareness among the students 

regarding “cleanliness”. 

Various activities like painting, Essay writing, healthy living and eating, hygiene 

practices and slogan writing were conducted which enabled the students to take 

this mission of cleanliness to the community, thereby creating mass awareness.

It has been focused on three major precautionary practices i.e., handwashing with 

the soap, proper usage of mask and social distancing. 



Swachhta Pakhwada

“Clean and healthy people can make a wealthy country.”



Competitions



Tangram Puzzle Competition A new platform was created for tiny tots to exhibit 

their unique talent of designing their own shapes using Tangram on 4th August.  

Sachinthya Rajanna CA Raashi A Sanghavi V Kurpad



Krishna Janmashtami competition  It was celebrated on 26th August. The 

students enjoyed by decking up in Krishna/Radha attire, enacting like little Lord 

Krishna and dancing to the beats of Krishna songs which was a feast to our eyes. 

Aarav Kumar Prathyusha N Shreya Karanth Narahari Joshi



Activity to decorate their own little footprints 👣 and drawing pots were 

conducted which enhanced the knowledge of Janmastami.

Trishaan S GanamurTanishka P



Fancy Dress competition – Best Out Of Trash was held on 15th September, 2021. The 

little kids enjoyed wearing the costumes made of masks, polythene covers, papers 

etc., awaiting for their turn to express the character. They depicted very confidently 

and mesmerised the audience. 

Nirvee Ashish Jalakam Vihaan Krishna Akshara CS KA Vihaan 



Artha A Vaishali M Saanvi Mahesha

Pair-o-pair competition was held on 4th January, 2022. To enhance the young 

learners to know more about pairing words.

Thanisha D



Kite making competition To add another blooming bud to the bouquet of 

activities, a Kite Making Competition was organized on 11th January 2022. The 

students participated in the activity with full zeal and fervour. 

Lakshmi Amit Kanchagar Adya Simha Yuvraj DJ



Vegetable Hodgepodge Competition was held on 12th January, 2022. Through this 

competition, children learnt the names of the vegetables while presenting for 

hodgepodge. The children literally enjoyed being as a master chef and understood 

the nutritional value of vegetables.

Jalakam Vihaan Krishna Samhita Raghavendra Narahari Joshi Liya Reddy



Word Blast Competition On 21st January 2022, the kids were excited to interpret 

what they have learnt by making as many CVC (consonant, vowel, consonant) 

words as they could, within the time limit.

Greeshma B Mohammed Umar Aarushi M



Keep The Count Competition was held on 28th January, 2022. Children of playgroup 

enjoyed arranging the objects available at home for the randomly picked number. 

Aadya Simha Arya Simha Arya Simha



Rhyme time competition was held on 4th February, 2022, with the theme 

‘Community Helpers’. Children dressed up according to the role and they sang 

rhymes with the props. 

Nihan N Manvitha R K Sharan Teja Syed Zain Ul-Abidin



"Speaking about something you love, always makes you love it even more! "

Picture talk competition was held on 18th February, 2022. It was one step ahead 

experience for the children and thus boosting their confidence, oratory skills 

and their memory.



Story Telling Competition was held on 28th February, 2022. The little ones were 

thrilled to present the story they have learnt and narrated with interest.

Aadya Simha Arya Simha



The Prize Distribution Ceremony for playgroup students was held on 18th March, 

2022, to felicitate the students who followed the school’s motto in pursuit of 

excellence.



Christmas Celebration: Christmas was celebrated in advance on 22nd of December 

with pomp and enthusiasm by dressing the characters - retrospecting on the life of 

Jesus Christ. 



Makar Sankranti is believed traditionally to mark the arrival of spring in India. It 

was celebrated by our students with a paper craft activity. There was also a 

traditional dance performance which added to the celebration. 

Mokshith KA VihaanSamhita RaghavendraPrerana Anjali



Republic Day The stars of Appollo competed excitedly in the patriotic dance 

competition, also dressed up as national leaders and enjoyed spray painting wearing 

tri-colour attires.

Hitha Aravind KA Vihaan Manvitha R Hruthvik Gowda HN



Science Day 

To commemorate the discovery of Raman Effect, the National Science Day was 

celebrated with joy and enthusiasm on 28th February, 2022. 

To make it more colourful, many events like Drawing, Debate, Quiz, Model 

exhibition and Fancy Dress competitions were arranged from class 1 to 10. Created 

scientific temperament, all our champions participated sportively.  At the end of the 

day prizes were distributed by our principal Dr. Neerada and the teaching staff.



Photo Gallery



Women’s Day ‘A woman is the full circle. Within her is the power to create, 

nurture and transform.’ As part of Women’s Day students expressed their love

towards their mothers by making attractive bouquet on 8th March, 2022, which 

celebrates the bond of love and affection that is everlasting.



Holi the festival of colours, is one of the most important festivals which is celebrated 

with great pomp and gaiety.

The students of Appollo celebrated Holi on 18th March, 2022 by creating spectacular 

artwork with varied colours.

Harshika N Gowda



Puppet Shows Children love visualization of stories the most and concentrate more on 

the characters played in it. Stories play a vital role in the growth and development of 

children as they are a useful source of information. It's a great way to introduce new 

words and ideas in child's language. They learn easily when taught through story based 

concepts.

The children enjoyed watching the puppet shows, "THE LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD“, 

and “Three Little Pigs”, with blissfulness. 





Little workshops







School tour 

The students of PG3 were excited on 29th March, 2022 to visit the school campus, 

labs, class rooms and basketball court. They were eager to see the biological models 

and specimens and were over-thrilled by looking at the sparkles coming out of the 

Magnesium ribbon. 



Class Party 

A great wrap-up for PG3 students with a big-bang celebration on 31st March, 2022. 

Wearing the party outfit, little ones had fun playing their favorite games and ended 

up munching their favorite food. 



Parent Teacher Meeting was conducted on a regular basis to keep the parents 

aware of the students progress. Feedbacks were shared and kept the forum open 

for constructive suggestions. Parents expressed their appreciation on smooth 

conduct of classes and assessment. 



Teachers Training and Professional Development

Our Committed staff of teachers are undergoing a process of continuous 

development by undertaking a number of training sessions on different portals of 

ICSE. Eager to accept the challenges of teaching in an online mode, the teachers 

have quickly learnt the different online teaching methods (recent trends in 

education) and ways of keeping students actively involved in a virtual mode. 





Teachers Talent Show



Teachers Talent Show was conducted on Christmas day – fashion show, singing, 

dancing and enacting.



Recreation

Daily routine can be monotonous sometimes for body and mind. It is fair to take some 

time exclusively for a recreation and to recharge. Keeping this in mind Appollo team 

went for a delightful outing on 15 March, 2022 at Jaladama Resort. The resort resounded 

with the sound of music, dance and laughter, where the staff spent a 

fun-filled day with different activities and games, resulting a day promised with never 

ending memories…….

Break time





Graduation Day is not just the cessation of school life, but simultaneously, the 

commencement of life outside the four walls of this safe refuge.

“Graduation is not the end; it’s the beginning.”

It is a time of celebration, reminiscence and reflections, as the future unfurls 

with a myriad of promises.

Appollo School had its Graduation Ceremony for the batch of 2021-2022 on 23rd

March. 





Expanding Knowledge 

“Knowledge is power. Information is liberating. Education is the premise of 

progress, in every society.



Club Activities

The goal of the club is to connect educators and students beyond the classrooms, 

giving them a space to explore in their areas of interest. 

The four different clubs were Science, Mathematics, Dramatics and Quiz.

In addition to that Debates, discussions, modelling, art, music, acting, yoga in math, 

hangman, mono-acting, quizzing, karst topography, simple experiments were 

enjoyed by the members. 





Theatre in Education

‘Theatre has the power to move, inspire, transform and educate in ways that no 

other art form can.’

The use of theatre inculcates learning from an academic, social and developmental 

perspective. 





MyPeegu’s Child Centric Life Skills and Developmental Mapping Program 

focuses on Integrating Social Emotional Learning into the School 

Ecosystem while working with students, teachers and parents.



Students participated in the Karnataka ICSE School Association  Examination 

which was held on 12th February, 2022.



Young Achievers

“Success in life is not for those who run fast, but for those who keep running and 

always on the move.”



Aanvika of 1 D, has won state level 

championship in Abacus.

Maitri S Ganamur of 1A has been awarded the 17th 

Rank in the Solo Performance - Bharatanatyam held 

under the Sub-Junior Category in the 'VANDANA', 

National level Inter-school Classical Dance 

Competition on Sept 9, 2021.

Jalakam Vihaan Krishna from PG2  

grabbed 20th rank in the National 

Level Inter-school Rhyme 

Recitation held on  December 12th 

by Heritage Foundation of Art and 

Culture. 



Pranav Somayaji Sastry of 10 A (2022-23) is a 

certified Game Developer, AI coder and Full 

Stack Developer. 

Vibhas of Grade 9 has won the title in 

Mission Olympics Table Tennis League in 

the Under-19 category. He has reached the 

semi-finals in the same tournament in the 

Seniors category.

Vaishnavi Somayaji Sastry of 10 A (2021-22) 

is a certified Full stack developer, AI coder 

and Game developer.



Ridhi S from PG 3 has been selected in Zee 

Kannada’s Drama Juniors-4. 

Hemanth Sagar of Grade 10, a stellar author of 

Appollo National Public School published his 

book “The Revenge Story’, 

Ananya Shashidhar from Class 8A has won 1st 

runner up trophy at UCMAS Abacus State level 

competition in Grand level 1 category.



The British council program involved all the leaders and co-ordinators along with the 

Principal who have worked on this program with a single goal of taking learning 

beyond the confines of the classroom. There were best efforts put in to find partner 

schools from abroad for collaborative activities. The cross- cultural coordination 

program has helped our students to learn the culture of many other countries. It was 

altogether, an enriching journey which facilitated our students to evolve into Global 

Denizens, which resulted in winning an award for International Dimension in Schools 

2022-2025.

Accomplishment



Team of British council 



Inspiring place for exciting future

Launched: Maths lab and English lab 



The Council of Indian School Certificate Examination (CISCE) has changed the 

pattern of 10th examination for the academic year 2021-22. The entire year has 

been divided in two semesters with each having 50% syllabus. The first semester 

exams was held in the month of November and the second semester will be held 

in the month of April 2022.



Innovative classrooms



E-magazine 

Taking steps towards digitising India starts at home. This year we have 

published our first e-magazine, covering our journey and highlighting the 

cornucopia of artistic and literary talents of ANPS. We believe that the 

e-magazine would help increase instantaneous accessibility of our content 

and keep interested stakeholders up to date.



Our Website gives insight regarding the information of the school, academic 

calendar, photos, newsletter etc.

Visit us at appollonps.com 



Social Platform

‘The journey of a thousand miles begins with one step’. With this forethought, 

our Appollo School is on Facebook and Instagram highlighting the importance 

of each day, recognizing staff and students achievements and regularly 

posting the varied segments like Gregorian calendar, Know our Bengaluru, Art 

of India, Incredible India, Monday motivation - acknowledging our staff , 

Historical Wednesday, Nostalgia-write ups from our Alumnii.



Academic partners

Cool-g and Google classroom 

Academic performances and other virtual communication to the parents, educators 

and students have been achieved with the effective use of the web portals. 



Thank you


